
Step 8: Align Your IEQ Criteria, Strategy(ies), and Challenge

Related Learning Goals:
- Align your specific challenge with selected strategy(ies) and criteria.

Your To-Do’s to Complete This Step:

! Read: ! Aligning Your IEQ Criteria, Strategy(ies), and Challenge (below)
! ! ! IEQ Criteria and Strategies Menus (review as needed)
! ! ! (optional) Seven Futures, p. 105, 124-27, 138, 158. 
! Do: ! ! Exercise 8x: Align Your IEQ Criteria, Strategy(ies), and Challenge (below)
! ! ! (optional) Discussion Forum 8x: IEQ Alignment

Aligning Your IEQ Criteria, Strategy(ies), and Challenge
 
Creating a plan to implement quality improvement requires addressing a few basic questions: 

• What are you trying to improve? What challenge, issue, concern, etc. are you addressing?
• How do you define quality improvement? What criteria are you using to define it?
• What goal(s) do you have for improving quality? What strategy(ies) will you use to 

implement quality improvement in a way that enables you to attain your goal(s)?
• How do your criteria relate to the strateg(ies) you’ve selected and the challenge you’re trying 

to address?

This last question relates to alignment -- making sure that your quality criteria, selected strategy, 
and identified challenge all align with each other. Your reformulated challenge statement (the 
one that you created in Step 6) does the first part of this by aligning your identified challenge 
with your selected strategy in a goal statement; that is, your revised statement says ‘our goal is 
to address this challenge by using this strategy to improve educational quality.’ 

However, the rest of the pieces also need to be aligned with each other; you need to select 
quality improvement criteria and explain how they relate to your selected strategy and how they 
address your identified challenge. So, if you can select quality improvement criteria and explain:
 
a) how they align with your selected strategy(ies) and 
b) why you chose them (e.g., how they will benefit your learners, yourself, and your institution),

that forms the basis for a well-designed plan for implementing selected quality improvements.

Seven Futures is based on the assumptions that the quality improvement criteria it identifies (p.
105) are in fact indicators of quality and that its featured strategies exemplify one or more of 
these criteria. Some of them may seem obvious or self-explanatory, while others may appear 
open to question or require more explanation or justification. Exercise 8x is designed to help you    
select criteria and explain them in useful ways, for instance explaining your quality improvement 
plans to key stakeholders.  There are basically two parts to the exercise:

https://sites.google.com/a/tltgroup.org/7fsmoocow/home/resources-readings/ieq-criteria-and-strategies-menus
https://sites.google.com/a/tltgroup.org/7fsmoocow/home/resources-readings/ieq-criteria-and-strategies-menus
https://plus.google.com/communities/111708918622672250384/stream/64804349-98a5-41b9-af3c-a15c0b0f6254
https://plus.google.com/communities/111708918622672250384/stream/64804349-98a5-41b9-af3c-a15c0b0f6254


Select Criteria That Support This Strategy = list the criteria you selected which describe/
justify/explain how your selected strategy or strategies improve educational quality. You can 
select criteria from the Seven Futures Criteria Menu, or include your own criteria if desired.

Explanation/Evidence = explains why you chose these criteria and how they align with your 
selected strategy. Evidence may include narrative explanation; case studies or other examples 
or prior implementations; research; and/or citations from publications. Answers the questions 
“How do the selected criteria address your identified challenge?” and “How do we know that 
these criteria indicate quality improvement?”

Here is an example of how to align IEQ criteria, strategy and challenge:

Sample Alignment of IEQ Criteria, Strategy, and Challenge
Your Selected Strategy(ies): Prior Learning Assessment (PLA)

Your Reformulated Challenge: Start a PLA option for our program.

Selected Criteria That Support This Strategy How This Strategy and Criteria Address My 
Specific Challenge (Evidence: Narrative, 

Examples, Research, Publications)

Seven Futures Criteria:

By reducing costs and increasing # of credits 
earned [related CAEL studies]

PLA enables learners to take learned 
knowledge gained in other areas (work, 
personal experience, etc.) and convert it to 
certifiable knowledge

PLA helps broaden the range of acceptable 
educational outcomes by giving greater 
legitimacy to alternative ways of gaining and 
measuring educational attainment

• Accommodates more lifelong learners in an 
ever-greater variety of ways

• Reaches nontraditional students more 
effectively

• Provides quality access which increases 
chances of broadly defined student success

• Connects higher education with knowledge 
generated or residing outside of it

• Creates a more transparent, accessible, and 
detailed certification system

• Strengthens the credentials/expertise 
connections aligning them more closely

• Makes knowledge attainment more 
measurable in meaningful ways

By reducing costs and increasing # of credits 
earned [related CAEL studies]

PLA enables learners to take learned 
knowledge gained in other areas (work, 
personal experience, etc.) and convert it to 
certifiable knowledge

PLA helps broaden the range of acceptable 
educational outcomes by giving greater 
legitimacy to alternative ways of gaining and 
measuring educational attainment

Your Criteria: [none in this example]

• [none in this example]

[none in this example]

Seven Futures provides numerous examples of how its featured strategies improve educational 
quality by meeting various criteria identified in the book (also see p.105 for a list), for example:

• Re-empowering the knowledge creation function can (among other things) connect 
knowledge generated within and outside of higher education, connect knowledge across 
disciplines and enable new knowledge generation through those connections (p.158);

• Sensible forms of assessment can support broad, commonly agreeable standards which 
support more customized outcomes while making knowledge attainment more measurable 
in meaningful ways (p.138);



• Learner-generated content can enable distributed, contextual knowledge sharing while 
shifting teacher-student relationships toward shared, negotiated, self-initiated forms of 
authority, for instance through collaborative knowledge creation that enhances the value of 
instructors, learners, and how they work together (pp. 124-27).

However, the book does not provide a comprehensive mapping of the relationship between its 
featured strategies and related quality improvement criteria, for several reasons:

• In many cases, the relationship depends on how the strategy is implemented
• Certain criteria may apply in some instances but not in others. For example, most prior 

learning assessment (PLA) programs focus on reaching nontraditional students more 
effectively, but not all of them do. A blended learning course or program or “bricks and clicks” 
initiative could focus on any number of criteria -- or ignore them.

• Many of these relationships remain to be explored, & perhaps you’ll be among the explorers!

Exercise 8x: Align Your IEQ Criteria, Strategy(ies), and Challenge

Directions:
• Select criteria from the IEQ Criteria and Strategies Menus; add your own criteria as desired.
• For each selected criteria, explain why you chose these criteria and how they align with your 

selected strategy. (Evidence may include narrative explanation; case studies or other 
examples or prior implementations; research; and/or citations from publications.)

• Record this in the table below (if you have chosen to print out this document) and/or on your 
IEQ Action Plan Template (access here if needed). 

• Use the “8x: IEQ Alignment” Discussion Forum to discuss your alignment with fellow 
participants and ask for feedback.

Your Selected Strategy(ies):

Your Reformulated Challenge:

Selected Criteria That Support This Strategy How This Strategy and Criteria Address My 
Specific Challenge (Evidence: Narrative, 

Examples, Research, Publications)

Seven Futures Criteria:

Your Criteria:
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